
SB-52

A bill for an act to specialize high school math classes in order to make them more applicable to

modern professions.

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Olson of Minnesota introduced the following bill;

A BILL

A bill for an act to specialize high school math classes in order to make them more applicable to

modern professions.

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "The MERA (Mathematics Education Reform Act)".

SECTION 2.

  Math classes will be divided into categories based on a student's desired field. 

    These categories will be Architecture, Engineering, Finance, General Math, Medical, and Trades.

      The category of general math would be for those who are unsure of their intended major, or those

interested in a mathematics major.

  9th grade would be a general math class in which everyone learns the same basics necessary to all
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professions.

  Following 9th grade, students could specify, if desired, and begin their track (starting in 10th grade)

and continuing through graduation.

  If a student chooses not to specialize, they may continue with the general math curriculum.

  If students became disenfranchised with their desired track they could rejoin the general math class.

  Schools with few teachers could assign teachers to multiple subject areas.

    Schools with many teachers and many students could assign one teacher per subject area.

SECTION 3.

  This program would require a general restructuring of the mathematics curriculum. The Department

of Education would aid schools in this process

    Aid would come in the form of both financial aid and advisory

Advisory would be in the form of assisting teachers and principles in restructuring the curriculum to

national standards in each field.

  Schools volunteering to instate this program would receive federal aid and free advisory as funded

by tax increases determined by the states.

    There is a goal of 50 volunteering schools per state for a total of 2,500 schools

      30 urban and 20 rural per state (1500 urban and 1000 rural nationally)

    Once these goals have been reached, and the program has run at least one full four year cycle

(Freshman-Senior)  it will be evaluated by the students, teachers, and colleges which those students

attend.

    If the reviews are positive, the program will be further promoted

      After the goal number is reached, all further volunteers must fund the program themselves
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        Although they will not receive federal funding, they will receive advisory as to the curriculum

standards.

      In order to save money and time, successful volunteer schools can allow later volunteers to adopt

their curriculum. 

    If 50% of the nation voluntarily accepts this program, then the program will be nationally

mandated.

      National mandates will only apply to public schools

        Private schools may adopt the program if they so choose

      This mandate would be enforced by the department of education.

      In order for this mandate to be passed, the goal would have to be met of a 3/2 acceptance ration

between urban and rural schools (3 urban for every 2 rural).

      If even one state did not meet the required volunteering institutions then the program would not be

mandated.

SECTION 4.

  Should the time come for the program to be nationally mandated, the Department of Education will

decide upon enforcement.

SECTION 5.

  This program will be opened to volunteer schools beginning with the 2020-2021 school year with the

class of 2024.

  The sophomores, juniors, and seniors during the 2020-2021 school year would be placed into the

general math classes, which would be similar to the current system.

    2021-2022 the juniors and seniors would be in general math.
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    2022-2023 the seniors would be placed in general math.

    By 2023-2024 the program will have been completely phased in.

Respectfully Submitted,

Senator Griffin Olson
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